PRODUCT QUESTIONS
Question:
We have a massive amount of iron in our water and our water is very
hard. We put in an iron filter and a water softener. I have been
learning more about water lately and am not comfortable with the
water softener as I'm learning that it can be detrimental to our health
and our environment. I am interested in purchasing a unit for our
home to replace the water softener. Is it possible to keep the iron
filter and use your unit at the same time? We have 1 inch PAX piping.
Can the unit be installed with that piping?
Answer:
Structured Water units will work in harmony with all forms of water
systems or filters. There may be some changes in the outcome but no
worries Structured Water will be highly accepted by all things (more on
this if you desire). Our Structured Water units are adaptable to all
types of water conveyance. Our units come with convenient optional
connectors and full point by point instructions that may facilitate
installation with ease. The included SharkBite connectors work well
with PEX, CPVC and ridge copper.
Question:

Are there different types of units for different uses? What do they cost?
Answer:
There are currently five different Structured Water units available; the
House unit will cover the whole family dwelling indoors and out (up to
300 linear feet of pipe) and comes in a choice of ½”, ¾” or 1” in/out
diameter water line. The ¾ inch basic unit is 11 ½ inches (with
connectors 17 inches), the 1 inch basic unit is 11 ½ inches (with
connectors 18 inches), the 1-1/4 inch unit is 17 1/4 inches with
connectors, and all units are bi directional and can be mounted in any
position. All house units retail for up to $999.
The Under Sink Structured Water unit comes with 2 hose connectors
for installation under the sink. The basic unit is 8 ½ inches (with
connector 10 ½ inches). It is bi directional and can be mounted in any
direction and retails for $329. This unit is shorter because it doesn’t
have to deal with the restrictive conditions of a whole house.
The Garden Structured Water unit is equipped with garden hose
connectors for gardens, motor homes and portable uses and is the

same dimensions as the Under Sink unit and retails for $329. This unit
is also shorter because it doesn’t have to deal with the restrictive
conditions of a whole house.
The Shower unit is the smallest of all the units with a basic length of 6
½ inches (with connector 7 inches). It retails for $249 and is shorter
again because it is at the point of contact with your body providing
instant hydration. If the shower outlet is too low, a 10 inch riser
should be available at a local hardware store. If not, it is available on
www.bestwaterbalance.com. This unit is the most popular as you can
get full instant hydration with your shower and fill your water bottles
too.
The Commercial unit is designed for a 1-1/2 inch or 2 inch in/out water
line with at least 50 pounds per square inch pressure + is required.
Its basic unit length is 13 ½ inches (20 inches with connectors). It
retails for $1499.
Question:
This is Linda. You spoke to Debbie and I on the phone a few weeks ago
and she asked if the structured water unit would remove the heavy
calcium deposits in her house water that is generated from their
community well supply.
Deb ordered a whole house unit and a garden unit from me. She did
not seem to get results when she hooked it to the outside faucet, so
they hooked up the garden unit under the kitchen sink. Her partner is
responsible for checking the purity of the community water so they
had on hand a way to check the chlorine content. As far as they could
tell the structured water unit did not take out the chlorine and when
they boiled the water in a pan there was still a calcium deposit on the
pan.
We installed out whole house unit a few days ago and simply love the
water but we also have a carbon filter under the house to catch all the
sand that we get from our city/lake water so we were not able to tell if
the structured water unit took out our chlorine. My daughter installed
her shower unit in St. Louis proper and got great results with no
chlorine smell or taste and the water was "smooth" tasting.
Do you have any suggestion as to what can be the problem with Deb’s
water?
Answer:

I could reiterate every statement I have made on these subjects but I
feel it will be of no avail. My cynical response is “what you seek you
will find”. So with that I will turn these questions over to my
associates who are all enamored by the wisdom gained through
Structured Water in their lives.
Okay, so here's my take on it.
There are 2 things at work as far as I can figure out. Any container or
holding device for water already has a memory to it. Memory of its
origin (ex: plastic) as well as memory of what has gone through it. So
when structured water is first in this container or holding device, it
may not stay structured for very long, depending on how long it's in
this new container and how deep the cellular memory of that container
is. However, that said, it will entrain itself and the container given
enough time, say a month or so. I have witnessed this with my #7
plastic water container. At first, structured water tasted great, and
within 24-48 hours, tasted like plastic. After using it continually with
only structured water in it, the structured water now lasts more like a
week, if I leave it there that long.
When you are testing for chlorine or any other chemical, you are using
a test for chemistry. Structured water is not a chemistry. It is an
alchemy. Structured water surrounds chemicals and helps them to be
neutralized or not taken in by the body. The chemical is still there, but
it is in a different structure. This is like testing for carbon. Diamonds
and coal are both carbon. If all you are doing is testing for carbon,
you will find carbon in both. That doesn't mean they are the same
structure. With diamonds and coal, you can easily witness a difference
with your eyes. With structured water and regular water, you can't
necessarily witness a difference with your eyes, but you will witness a
difference with your health and well-being, with your physical form
and all your other bodies.
Question:
So how do you test for a structure of water?
Answer:
There is the GDV machine which acts like an advanced aura camera
that takes pictures of the energy of the water. The structured water
that Clay is promoting has the highest energy flow so far of any of the
waters out there, including R/O, other filters, and other things claiming
to be structured. I'm sure there are other ways of measuring
structure, but we, the general populace, don't have access to them
yet.

In any event, this is an opportunity to trust your inner guidance, listen
to your heart, and observe any physical and emotional changes (or
mental, etc.) and see if they make sense to you given the change in
your water. If they do, great. If they don't, well, you have a choice of
hanging in there long enough to entrain yourself and everything
concerning this water, or not. Ultimately, it's your choice no matter
what.
Question:
My inox-steel heater has stains of calcium on the bottom, so it reduces
calcium settlement - but not to zero - right?
Answer:
Where the Structured Water is moving it will clear calcium within
minutes of interdiction. Where the water is allowed to settle it will
take longer to dissolve this cumulative build up.
Question:
Will it clean all the tube environment from calcium/aragonite deposits
in the long term?
You wrote that the longest distance after the unit should not go over
300 feet, otherwise the structure of water gets lost again - does this
happen suddenly or in a falling curve-like 100 feet = 95% structured,
200 feet 80 % structured, 300 feed 30% structured?
Answer:
After 300 linear feet the Structuring will fall off, however, if the water
is open to Nature you will experience an entrainment effect. If within
the 300 feet there is an accumulation of stuff that utilizes the majority
of “life force energy” initially produced, the results will be evident and
structuring will only partially be available at the end of 300 feet.
Hence the reason for the difference between a Shower, Under Sink and
a Whole House unit structuring affect. Also I want reiterate here the
Commercial unit is bigger, but unless you have a higher pressure and
2” or 1.5” of water flow, it will not give you more structuring. All of
the Structured Water units are specifically designed. In the long run,
more booster units in a long water line where the water is being
utilized along the way, will serve one better than trying to do it with
one large unit. The closer Structured Water is to the point of use the
greater the benefit.

Where the Structured Water is moving it will clear calcium within
minutes of interdiction. Where the water is allowed to settle it will
take longer to dissolve this cumulative build up.
Question:
I want to use your unit to structure distilled water that I have made,
on the grounds that unlike the main domestic water supply, distilled
water contains no pollutants to start with and once structured, could
be expected to be even more effective at detoxification than
polluted water that has been structured.
I only have a very low pressure pump however, to push the distilled
water through the water structuring unit and do not know if the unit
will work properly in this context.
Answer:
Structuring distilled water will change its energy from hungry water to
living water, water that knows what is good for life and what is not.
Low pressure will still structure your water, just not as efficiently as
under normal pressure. If you are drinking this distilled (and then
structured) water I would recommend adding nutritional minerals to
your water before drinking.
Question:
How are the chemicals in the city water dissolved and then how are
they eliminated from the device. I understand how it cleans the water
pipes, say of calcium and must run the water till it is clear. I don't
completely understand how the chemicals are eliminated by the water
through the device.
Answer:
Everything in the water is structured; gases go into the air, frequency
memories are erased and the physical goes out your elimination
system. You are a filter for all you eat. What part of an apple goes
into your cells? Information; the same way a breatharian receives
sustenance. Dr Edward Group has documented over 60,000
breatharians world wide.
Structured water, the truth of Nature, can only carry into the cells that
which is good for life. All these elements ride on the outside of the
water molecule in the form of memory and are instantly made
available at the cellular level upon demand. Structured Water, instant
hydration, at the cellular level attracts into itself that which is detritus

to life such as heavy metals, disease, toxins, free radicals and all
elements not part of ones original DNA or RNA. In other words the
Truth of Nature cannot harm Nature. It is always a benefit without
effort.
Question:
I have someone who wants to know why their unit isn't changing the
taste of the water like we said it would. They said it is helping their
skin and hair but the water still tastes like chlorine.
Answer:
Remember, if you have chlorine in your water and you structure it,
chlorine gas is lighter than water and heavier than air. So after
structuring and organizing, chlorine gas will rise to the surface of your
glass of water so you may smell it and taste it. A solution would be to
blow on the surface of the water or fill the container till it overflows.
Depending on the amount of chlorine added to the source you may
have to allow your water to set for a few minutes before consuming.
The other aspect of chlorine and any other previous contaminants
within your source water prior to structuring will remain in a physical
and vibratory state. These contaminates remain embedded in the
residual calcium and aggregates in your pipe system until they are
fully dissolved by the Structured Water.
Question:
Also they want to know if the water stays structured when they cook
with it (boil). Like when they boil potatoes will the water stay
structured and so they don't have to worry about fluoride going into
the potatoes and then into their system unstructured?
Answer:
Structured Water remains so through boiling and cannot carry with it
anything detrimental to life. Just blow on the top of your glass and it
will mostly be gone. Also you can treat it as a fine wine and let it
breath.
Question:
I would like more detail. My biggest question/concern is that you are
running water thru PVC as opposed to copper or stainless or glass. I
would appreciate more info on materials and also more details on how
it works.
Answer:

When water is in the first turn of the structuring event it is erasing all
the memories of its interactive experience with humanity. When water
structuring is in the bliss of freedom, it doesn’t regard, see, or feel the
PVC that is promoting this new found experience of freedom.
However, when Structured Water reaches the end of the structuring
event it is armed with a full complement of attributes to fulfill its
destiny. Structured waters destiny is to protect humanity, to the
fullest extent within its field of influence, from all energies detrimental
to life. The first challenge it will face in its new found freedom is the
brass fitting it finds upon its exit from the structuring unit. Brass is
carcinogenic and Structured Waters immediate solution is to shield the
future water upon exit from the unit from this hazard to life. The
perspectives Structured Water has to face to fulfill its destiny are too
numerous to go into at this time.
Structuring Water through metals such as steel or copper reduces the
maximum potential of the structuring event. Structuring through
glass? People can’t even handle plastic without breakage. My ultimate
solution will be in a form of technology not yet available to surface
dwellers but I know of it and we will implement it in time.
Question:
I have someone whose well water is registering about a 4.5 pH. She
ordered a Kangen machine, but the highest pH it will make is about
6.8-7. If we put a restructuring device of yours on the whole house, it
would change the vibration of the water going in, but it wouldn’t show
up chemically. Is that correct?
Answer:
YES. A Kangen machine does not have a way to discharge the
materials and energies in the water so when you do a chemical test on
its output, what do you get? Structuring the water before using a
Kangen machine will make it more efficient.
Well water being subjected to no contact with the outer world is
potentially a wonderful thing but remember we are seeking a most
perfect water. That being said; Nature’s view would be balance,
balance, balance. Ground water is incomplete. It does need to have
access with air to be more close to that balance. Air provides access
to a property of water, air and balance not recognized by many, if
any. Air provides Noble Gases, an essential aspect of the life giving
properties of water. This is one more of the supreme attributes of
Structured Water. Structured Water brings about this attribute

instantaneously, however, even it for its absolute perfection, requires
contact with air.
Question:
If I test the water coming from one of your machines, how will it
perform using a test for chlorine and/or fluoride as in this test kit?
Answer:
More than likely there will be no difference before and after because
you will be using conventional chemistry. Chemistry looks at the
physical presence of materials; what is in the water is still in the
water. However when the water is structured these materials are
organized, Structured, their electromagnetic - chemical structure is
changed. Chemistry will not see the difference. We are talking about
physics. To see the change and measure this you need an Infrared
Mass spectroscopy unit. Then the structure can be viewed down to the
nano or molecular level.
I am currently associated with an organization that is in agreement to
establish a most modern scientific laboratory for me to prove my
knowledge of water and beyond.
Question:
I have someone who wants to order an under the sink unit but they
want to put it on after their reverse osmosis system. After looking at
my parents RO system it doesn't look possible because of the little
tubing that attaches it to the separate water spout on top of the sink.
And the pressure isn't as high after it goes through the system.
1. Is it possible to attach it after the Reverse Osmosis system?
2. If not, what would happen to the structured water if it went
through the Reverse Osmosis if they put it on before it?
Answer:
Either way it works to the fullest extent of its field of influence. If
placed before RO it erases memory and structures all materials making
the RO more efficient. If placed after RO it erases the memory. To
me RO is a deception. It removes the stuff from the water. But the
memory, the vibrations in the water, go forward. It’s the memory that
kills you. I ask this question; when you eat an apple, what part of that
apple goes into your cells? Answer; the vibrations of all that is good
for life.

Question:
So, with the filter on the unit will it still be able to structure the water?

Answer:
YES. If you put the Structured Water unit on before the filter the filter
will last longer but may reduce your ph by 1 point. Either way the
water’s attributes will be maximized to the fullest extent of the water’s
influence.
Question:
For years we had a whole-house carbon filter on the main so that we
could tolerate the water.
We removed the filter before installing the Water Restructuring Unit.
It’s been a few weeks and drinking the water is intolerable. We tested
the water today and got the following readings:
Chlorine 5.2
PH 8.2
I cannot drink the water unless I put lots of lemon juice in it and I can
still smell the chlorine. I realize you said that if we put the carbon
filter back on the line it will deplete the hydrogen in the water; but I
can’t figure out how to “sample” the structured water to potential
customers without them turning their noses up at the chlorine. If we
put the filter back on the line we would put it before your unit.
Answer:
Put your filter back on. All it will do is potentially reduce your ph by
one point leaving you with ph of 7.2 or so. Putting it before or after
(your choice).
Question:
I have a house unit and am noticing more water softness which would
make me assume it would also be removing lime deposits in my
pipes....however, after a week, I have not seen any increase in
pressure/volume in my hot water side and when I evicted 2 gal. of
water from my hot water heater tank I didn't see anything in terms of
lime, just clear water?? Also, I had thought the taste would reflect a
loss of chlorine in it which it has not, so my questions are why or why
not?
Answer:

There are many more associates in this Structured Water journey now
that embrace what I am about to write in response to your questions.
It isn’t easy to phrase this answer when one has not had an ample
experience of the adjustment that is already permeated within you but
regardless it is time to place this truth of Nature up for discussion.
There exists a lot of extenuating circumstance in water’s world - our
World. The unique advantage we have is manifesting all that we focus
on. So I say to you, be aware of the thoughts you think and words
you speak when in the presence of Structured Water and you are
hydrated. What you focus on expands exponentially.
When water is in the structuring event so are all the materials and
memories that are present in the water. Structure means
organization. Since we can see the change and organization of
calcium and feel the change on our skin and see the change in our
plants and animals; why can we not believe this change in
organization exists in all the other properties of the water when
structuring occurs. We are all standing on the threshold of a new
paradigm. It is our choice to step forward and Structured Water is
there to aid us in our journey.
Question:
Would a person put a unit (question on which one) on a pool if it was
already filled? or would one just add some structured water? I
remember
your saying in sun it starts to turn back in 7-10 days, so in my
thinking
it seems it would be best on a pool if the structured water keeps going
through the water structuring device. What would be the best way?
Answer:
Use a unit that is in line with the pump insuring constant maximum
structuring and oxygenation of the water.
Question:
On our water, it seemed that the water when boiled on stove was clear
and now we are getting a little whitish color on sides of pan again.
Nothing like before the unit was installed though. I was wondering if
this
is still possibly sediment coming from pipes, or faucet? Or is it
possible it may never be totally clear when we boil water due to the
hardness? I assume, regardless, it shouldn't hurt us since it should

still be filtered out of us when we drink it?
Answer:
This condition is probably a combination of both and yes it will just
pass through you.
Question:
What about setting bowls of structured water around in areas of the
home? The "stuffy air" of apartments can be a problem, especially in
winter. I would also think, with gem elixers also in the water, some
amazing help could be felt. Setting intentions, and even Feng Shui
could make that a wonderful experiment.
Answer:
Remember it’s all about energy. When YOU set an intention, either
vocally or silently, you will potentially manifest this. Be in the
moment. The words you speak and the thoughts you think are
forming your Destiny.
Question:
The chlorine smell and taste were in the water container even 1 day
later in the fridge. Does the unit need to be run several times before
the smell and taste go away? It wasn't coming from the unit, I
smelled it over 1 hour later in the container I put the water in and the
taste was there too. Please advise if I may have done something
wrong?
Answer:
Influences of all the materials that were in your water before
structuring are locked in the residual calcium and aggregates within
your existing water system. As structured Water moves through, it
will eventually dissolve these aggregates and their lodged influences.
This condition is similar to the human body; if we have gallstones or
kidney stones these formations hold the memory of all the diseases in
our system. We may eliminate the diseases but if we don’t
simultaneously eliminate these stones within a short period, all our
previous diseases reappear. In other words give it a little time. In my
installation instructions I relate the possibility it may take a month or
so.
Question:
My daughter lives in a community in NH that has such high levels of
arsenic in their city water that they can’t drink it. She wants to

purchase a house unit and is wondering if it would “remove” the
arsenic and make the water safe to drink. Your thoughts, please.
Answer:
Yes, it will make the water safe to drink. The water and everything in
it is Structured, molecularly changed.
Question:
When someone first starts drinking or showering in the water are there
any detox reactions one has to be careful of as there are with the
ionizer machines made by companies like Kangen? My son recently
had surgery and I want to make sure if I install this on the kitchen sink
or the bathroom shower it won't cause any problems for him.
Answer:
Structured Water is Natures perfectly balanced Hydration. All of its
attributes work in harmony to bring about a smooth transition back to
perfect health and well-being. This is in effect the mandate of
Structured Water to enhance and protect mankind. If you wish a more
in depth explanation don’t hesitate to ask.
There are systems out there that tout these same attributes, but only
provide one. When this occurs, balance is lost and man loses.
Question:
Your Structured Water Home Unit was installed in our home here in
Sarasota, Florida by a licensed plumber on June 26, nine days ago.
Since then our tap water has consistently tested acidic, 6.4 or below,
rather than the alkaline pH of 7.0 - 7.5 claimed in its performance
specifications.
Answer:
No the unit is not defective. Do you have a carbon filter in line? If so,
carbon reduces hydrogen approximately one point, 7.5 down to 6.5.
Another carbon bonding effect is the buildup of calcium in your pipes
and appliances, and until these conditions have been eliminated, the
hydrogen content of your water may be compromised. Regardless of
this temporary reduction in hydrogen, your newly Structured Water is
contributing virtually hundreds of additional attributes into you and
your environment. Don’t focus on what is not. Allow what Structured
Water is opening up in your presence.
Question:

I received my shower system yesterday and installed it. I am very
pleased with it. I do have a question. I am filling containers from the
shower of water that I will drink. The water still tastes like tap water.
I changed the shower head.
Is it okay to still filter the water through a Brita filter? Does this affect
the quality of the water and defeat the structured water system?
Answer:
You can filter it, RO it, distill it, freeze it, boil it and it will not lose its
life force energy.
Question:
Have you tested things such as the ORP, TDS, pH, etc... for this
water? Does it really take out all chlorine, chloramine, and heavy
metals?
Answer:
All tests have been done and every source may be different. The
water is Structured Water and all within it is also structured. The
elements and conditions are not removed they are structured
(molecularly changed – just as a diamond and coal are the same
substance but they are different structurally).
Question:
I have extremely hard well water that ruins clothes and turns the
insides of
washing machines orange. We have a water softener to deal w/the
problem.
How would it work w/a system like mine?

Answer:
Structured Water will make your water soft without your current
softener but you can add this to your system and make the water
healthier for your body. If you place the unit before your softener it
will make the softener more efficient or after it will add in healthy
water. After installation you may try your water with your softener
turned off.

Structured Water Natures way is an active sacred geometric form.
Drinking and bathing with this sacred water will potentially bring your
whole being into alignment.
Question:
What is the difference in the water which runs thru the shower unit
compared with the under the sink unit??? there is a difference in size
of the units, so I am assuming the water with the kitchen unit is of a
higher vibration. do you have a sense of how much more??????
Answer:
The Under Sink unit has a 4% increase in Bio-Photon energy over the
Shower; the Home unit has a 13% increase in Bio-Photon energy over
the Shower unit. The Shower unit’s water is direct contact, no loss,
the Under Sink water has to deal with stuff and that stuff is energy
consuming.
Question:
I am interested in the Home Unit. Does this have the capacity to
provide structured water to an outdoor swimming pool in an enclosed
patio? If so, would this make routine pool maintenance that now
treats the water by adding chlorine, etc. unnecessary?
One last question. I have learned much about my drinking
water through enagic and the kangen water system of ionized water.
They measure an important factor called oxidation reduction potential
(ORP) or the ability to share negative electrons to neutralize positive
free radicals.
Answer:
Structured Water will reduce the need for chemicals and this will be
dependent on the circulation of your pool. Structured water
substantially increases the stable oxygen and bio-Photon content of
the pool water therefore increasing aerobic bacteria (good bacteria)
and decreasing anaerobic bacteria (bad bacteria). The real neat
aspect of Structured Water in a swimming pool is it knows what is
good for life and what is not. When you are in your pool you will feel
very energized and only that which is good for you will enter into your
cells. The truly unique thing about this technologically advanced
Structured Water system is it is unconditionally guaranteed. How can
you go wrong?
Question:

Would it be possible for someone to relate to me the difference, if any,
in how free radicals are neutralized?
Answer:
ORP is a very important measurement for ionized water (electrocuted
water). However Structured Water is Natures balance water that is
perfectly balanced with your body. It contains a substantial amount of
free stable oxygen that increases necessary oxygen to all your bodily
functions.
pH and ORP are the two main factors with Kangen water.
Structured Water is Natures perfection of life giving elements that
empower mankind to be free and fulfill their own destiny Structured
water has the power to know what is good for life and what is not. As
this water passes through your body it can only carry with it that
which is good for life and as it passes through your cells it will
assimilate within its self all that is detrimental to life (this includes free
radicals).
Question:
Thank you very much for the detailed information. I have been
making/using/studying various water structuring devices and methods
for some years now and am strongly thinking of buying your garden
unit or perhaps a whole-house one. When I have time, I structure
water for plants using a magnet-vortex connector between two 2 soda
bottles, and it works really well! A form of bio-dynamics I guess?
Anyway, I need your advice before I decide which unit to buy: We
have a whole-house Wellness water filter that conditions and
structures all the water inside the house. The water outside for the
garden does not go through the Wellness filter. Clearly, the plants
would benefit from structured water, which could be accomplished with
the garden unit; but would the Wellness filter undo (or perhaps
enhance?) what the whole-house unit would do?
With great appreciation for your work, and looking forward to drinking
your water out of my garden hose if not the kitchen sink—
Answer:
The whole house Structured Water unit will enhance all equipment and
life in the waters path, plus the added enhancement of entrainment on
that which is within its field of influence. And if you can place it in
your source water line before your hose outlets it will also significantly

enhance the growth, production, longevity and life force energy (biophotons) of everything in the Structured Water’s path. Remember the
300 foot rule, so more units strategically placed will not only improve
your lives but also your environment and draw unto you and yours
benefits yet unseen.
Question:
Do you have an opinion on how this water compares to freshly
harvested spring water straight from Mother Earth that I go get
myself?
Answer:
As to your question about spring water, this is a difficult question to
answer. The best answer I can give is for you to exercise your own
intuition. Your body knows what is good for you and the more you are
in tune with Nature, Structured water, the more power you have over
your own environment. Know thy self, have dominion. We could have
an interesting conversation with this and beyond.
Question:
The couple I am talking to says to tell you they are stubborn and need
to know, if the contaminates in the water are not filtered, is the "water
Safe to drink"?
Answer:
The water is safe but if they choose for it or anything else not to be so,
then “what you seek you shall find.” They also can add a filter. I
don’t know what else I can give you or them. Structured Water is an
act of God, an aid for mankind to become.
Question:
I still don’t understand what happens with the sediment and minerals
in the water if nothing is removed and it’s not filtered in some way.
Presumably one drinks those and they go on through the body and are
expelled with the other sludge removed from the organs and tissues,
etc.?
Answer:
So what goes into your cells when you eat an apple? It’s the music,
the vibrations of the minerals and vitamins. Everything physical goes
out your elimination system. When water is structured, the memory
of that which is detrimental to life, is erased and the good elements
that enhance life are carried forward and made available at the cellular
level. The thing to remember is ALL that passes through the

Structured Water unit is changed at the molecular level. In this
structuring event everything is organized and coherent. When you get
your Structured Water unit installed, you will have much more to add
to this brief explanation. One of the first things you will notice of your
surroundings is calcium buildup falls away and everything is sparkling
clean, as it will also be within you. However we do have free choice,
but I wonder about that too, because as the memory of past traumas
within are erased, so are the scars and the limp.
So am I right? After your experience with Structured Water, you tell
me. Remember also, there are many professed sources of Structured
Water out there, but what I am offering through Ultimate Water is
Natures perfect, balanced and energized water without moving parts,
magnets, chemicals, salts or electronic enhancements. My simple
Structured Water unit has a lifetime unconditional warranty. And
guess what? This is just the beginning. There is more to come.
Everyone joining with me in bringing forth the Truth of Structured
Water is investing, as a partner, in enhancing and enlivening the Truth
of Nature, of which we are a significant part. It's all a symbiotic
relationship; fix one and then on to the next journey.
Question:
How does your under sink unit compare to ionizers such as the Tyent
water ionizer?
Answer:
Ionized water is best described as electrocuted water (water that is
pulled apart by electricity). If you refer back to the previous question
regarding what is absorbed into the cells of the body (the music and
vibrations), I personally would not want to absorb the chaotic energy
of ionized water. It doesn’t feel right to me. However, we are all on
our own individual journey and we all have free will.
Question:
Since water has memory, is reverse osmosis water still harmful even
after filtering?
Answer:
Not as harmful if you add minerals. The Bio-Photon level, pH,
viscosity, density, and life force energies I have not looked at, but the
memory issue, I know, is more correct.
Question:
Where can I get more information about structured water?

Answer:
Please see the website spiritofwater.org for more information. Check
back frequently for updates.
Question:
Where do the contaminates go?
Answer:
The simplicity of these Structured Water units structure all that is
within the water. Therefore, through structuring, not only is the water
changed but also the materials within it go through an electrochemical realignment. This is similar to the perspective of a lump of
coal and a diamond having identical properties, the only difference is
structure. Structured water hydrates life. The materials not beneficial
to life go through your body as a discharge of refuge.
Structured Water, the truth of Nature, can only carry forth into life
elements beneficial to life.
Question:
I recently obtained a garden unit for home and garden use...however I
discovered that the unit doesn't remove the minerals from the tap
water thereby making the water undrinkable...my solution is to obtain
water from Kinetico Water and run their water through your unit. I
will use a height difference of 3-4 ft when running the K. water
through the filter....is this enough pressure to activate your device? Is
there a minimum pressure requirement for the unit to work?
Answer:
These Structured Water units are not designed to remove minerals,
they structure the minerals. An example of structuring is; a lump of
coal and a diamond have identically the same materials, the only
difference is structure. When calcium is structured, it no longer has
the electro-chemical ability to adhere to itself, much less what it
comes in contact with. Therefore, all that will remain is a powdered
calcium which will pass through you as roughage. For the Garden unit
to effectively Structure Water any distance will work, however, the
greater the pressure, the greater the efficiency. Thirty pounds per
square inch (PSI) is an average pressure. If less than that, structuring
will still be effective. An optimum pressure is fifty PSI +. In the near
future I will have the scientific equipment to prove exactly at what

pressure each device works best at, and at what level, if any, it is no
longer beneficial.
Question:
Also the manager at Kinetico says the mineral content of their water is
10-30 ppm....do I need to add minerals for your device to work at
optimum levels?
Answer:
I would add a liquid monatomic mineral supplement to any water.
There are very few waters on this planet that contain all the minerals
essential to life and if you’re going to add minerals, use monatomic.
It’s instantaneous just like the water.
Question:
My parents live in a single family home, and I suggested they get a
whole house unit. The website I was on recommends the Commercial
for this case. Can you please tell me if this is okay?
Answer:
The only reason you would need a Commercial unit for a home is if the
water line flow coming into the home is greater than one inch, which is
the internal diameter of the pipe it’s to be installed on. For the
majority of home applications the smaller, less expensive whole House
Structured Water units are sufficient for most water conditions.
Question:
What is the difference between the Home Unit and the Home Ultimate
unit? Is the Home Ultimate unit available yet?
Answer:
The Home Ultimate Water unit cleans and removes the excess
materials released when the memory of the water is erased. The
Ultimate is more for that discerning individual that expects perfection
and is willing to pay for it. It is not yet available.
Question:
I have a friend who wants to use hexagonal water for a soil
amendment product we are going to be manufacturing. Does the
structured water unit create hexagonal water?
Answer:

Yes it does create hexagonal water (a natural balance ~ fact of
Nature). Structured Water is Natures balance.

Question:
Could you refresh my memory as to the volume and pressure of water
the Ultimate unit is capable of, as well as type of filter (ie micron rec.)
and how particulate separation, monthly service/maintenance
schedule, etc. with any other info specifications for adaptation to
irrigation systems.
Answer:
The Ultimate unit will be a one inch in/out flow capable of 100 psi + if
needed. We usually place a pressure regulator to approximately 50
psi on them for residential use.
There is no filter. It is the dynamic effect of the water itself that
allows the removal of all materials heavier than water to be discharged
along with about 1/8 to ¼ inch flow depending upon the contaminates
in the water. There is no maintenance, no filter, no moving parts and
no electricity for Ultimate units used on a well. The best place for this
discharge on a well unit is to place it back down into the reservoir at
the well head. This will facilitate the ground waters to become less
contaminated.
For units that will be used in an environment with constant water
pressure there needs to be an electronic control to detect water flow
and simultaneously open a valve to allow for the discharge. The
discharge from this unit can be used for many applications including
irrigation of vegetation such as trees, shrubs or down the drain, which
enhances drainage water or your septic tank.
These units are not available as of yet.
Question:
I Have a question about metal toxicity such as aluminum, mercury,
arsenic
in water......what do the filters do with that? or is it handled with the
filters?
Answer:
Structured Water has been given many attributes of the balance of
Nature, but the elements within the water are also dynamically

charged to a neutral state. These potentially toxic materials are made
inert through structuring. Also Structured Water cannot carry with it
anything other than that which is good for life into a living cell. All
other materials or elements go out the elimination system.
Question:
I have been testing the pH with an old pH roll of paper. It is only
showing a pH of about 6. Why do you think that would be the case?
Any ideas so I can raise my level of knowledge and confidence as I
teach others about this.
Answer:
Hydrogen is absorbed by carbon so if you have a carbon filter in your
system it will reduce your hydrogen level approximately one point. So
what is the pH reading before the Structuring unit? Other things that
detour pH are forms of carbon which may be aggregates built up in the
existing system or a Reverse Osmosis system or some other
conditioning system. In other words the most perfect water to
structure would be water out of nature. Everything man made in
between water and life is detrimental to life. These Structuring Water
units will, to the best of their ability, protect man from his own devices
and bring about balance within its presence, regardless of intervention,
even if you can’t see it or prove it.
Question:
I also have someone wondering if they could use the structured water
unit on their rain harvesting system. What do you think?
Answer:
Absolutely! It will make rain water more perfect and if you need more
specifics ask.

